
                              RANDOM SCRAP QUILT - BLOCK PARTY 

 

A Donna Poster Pattern  (Block Party) 

Speed Cut Quilts  

 

This a beginner level random scrap quilt.  There are no seams to match when 

assembling the block and only a few when joining the blocks.  

  

Block layout is up to you.  Blocks may be turned in any direction and joined.  Whatever looks good to you 

is the correct way.  Don’t “over-plan”.  If  you have darks, mediums and lights nearly anything goes.  Color 

value is more important than pattern or color.  Use what you have and don’t agonize over what piece should 

go where.  JUST DO IT!!  You’ll be amazed at how good it looks. 

 

 
 

All sizes are without borders.     

FOR EACH 12 1/2” UNFINISHED BLOCK YOU WILL NEED:   

Piece A - 5 - 4.5” squares  

Piece B    2 - 2.5” x 6.5” rectangles   

Piece C    5 - 2.5 x 4.5” rectangles  

 

This is an easy quilt to ‘production line’ assemble.  Make all the A-C blocks and press toward the C. Join 3 

A-C units for side 1.  ‘Production line’ the  AC-B blocks for Side 2. Press toward the B.  (Note  the two dif-

ferent construction layouts for the AC-B blocks.)  Join the two units to make side 2.  Press. Join the long 

center seam of the block. Press. Square blocks if necessary. 

 Join the blocks into rows pressing odd numbered rows in one direction, even numbered in the opposite di-

rection.  Join the rows and press.  Add a border(s) if desired.     

 

 

 

Quilt Size  Block Lay out A    4.5 sq B  2.5 x 6.5 C  2.5 x 4.5 

36 x 48 3 x 4 60 24 60 

48 x 48 4 x 4 80 32 80 

48 x 60 4 x 5 100 40 100 

60 x 72 5 x 6 150 60 150 
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3 x 4   layout - 36 x 48” 

Border fabric is not included 

in this kit.  If you would like to 

add a border Community Ser-

vice will be happy to have you 

choose fabric from our ‘stash’ 

or you may use fabric from 

your own collection.   

Fee free to make fabric substi-

tutions to this kit.   
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